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Aiming at solving a typical problem of past research using accident experience statistics of being unable to adapt to changing traffic flows,
this paper provides an evaluation method of the risk of vehicle rear-end collisions at red-light-camera (RLC) intersections based on
theoretical probabilities. Taking advantage of trajectory data of vehicles at the two similar intersections, which are Cao’an Road and
Lvyuan Road with RLCs and Cao’an Road and Anhong Road without RLCs in Shanghai, a binary logit (BL) model of stop-and-go
decision-making is established. Using the model and adjusting the headway and potential travel time, we can perform simulation and
analysis of rear-end collisions. &e result shows that this method is feasible to analyse the influence of RLCs on rear-end collisions. &e
analysis indicates that RLCs can cause higher speeds for vehicles passing the RLC intersection and more abnormal driving behaviors,
which increase the difficulty of stop-and-go decision-making. RLCs do not always lead to an increase of rear-end collisions. For vehicles
close to or far from intersection at the decision-making time, RLCs will significantly reduce the possibility of rear-end collisions;
however, for vehicles in the potential travel time of 2 s∼3 s, RLCs will increase the probability of rear-end collisions.

1. Introduction

In the past, running a red light during signal changes was a
common phenomenon at intersections, which had a
significant impact on the traffic safety of intersection. To
effectively solve the problem of red-light violations, red-
light cameras (RLCs) should be installed. RLCs have been
widely used worldwide for more than 20 years. RLCs are
also widely used in some large- and medium-sized cities in
China. RLCs have played a huge role in reducing inten-
tional red-light running. However, RLCs affect the
driver’s driving state and decision-making behavior at the
intersection, and many potential safety problems that may
be caused by RLCs have not been fully explored. &ere-
fore, it is important to evaluate the impact of RLC in-
stallation on vehicle operation safety. Research on RLCs
can not only find and eliminate the potential safety
hazards presented by RLCs but also provide the basis for
the future introduction of RLC installation national
standards and use principles.

In China, the following problems and challenges still
exist in the study of the safety impact of RLCs on vehicles at
intersections:

(1) &e limitations of RLC evaluation methods in mixed
traffic: the environment and driving characteristics
of mixed urban traffic are quite different from those
of foreign countries. Red-light violations and acci-
dents are affected by mixed traffic conditions. &e
evaluation of RLC effects in mixed traffic is more
complex.

(2) Taking the accident rate as the metric of the eval-
uation method: the implementation of traffic acci-
dent collection systems is late, and there are many
problems facing accident records. Simultaneously,
the degree of urban renewal is quickly leading to
frequent changes in facilities, which affects the oc-
currence of accidents, making the performance of
RLC evaluation methods based on accident experi-
ence statistics in China questionable.
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&is paper provides a method of evaluating the effect of
RLCs on driver’s traffic behavior based on mathematical
simulation to solve the above problems. Using driving
characteristic data of vehicles at the intersection decision-
making time, the impact analysis and evaluation of RLCs on
drivers’ stop-and-go decision-making and rear-end hazards
can be realized, therein avoiding the error and cost brought
by accident statistics. &is method can adjust the traffic
parameters in the sensitivity analysis of the risk of rear-end
accidents due to RLCs; thus, it can be applied to intersections
with different traffic conditions and thus has portability.&is
method can be used to set the speed limit of the road after the
installation of RLCs and can effectively reduce the potential
safety hazards of the intersection after the installation of
RLCs.

&e organizational structure of this paper is as follows:
first, the relevant background of this paper is introduced.
&en, the literature review part summarizes the previous
relevant research results and presents the focus of this study.
&e data collection methods used in this study appear in the
“Field Observation and Data Collection” part, mainly in-
cluding vehicles with and without RLCs, analysis of speed
characteristics, decision-making behavior, and safety con-
ditions. Based on the above data, the driving behavior model
is constructed. First, the stop-and-go model is constructed
and verified. Based on this, the rear-end collision risk model
is constructed, and the rear-end collision probability is
determined by changing the two key parameters of headway
and potential travel time.&e last part of this paper discusses
the influence of RLCs on decision-making behavior during
driving and in the risk of rear-end collisions.

2. Literature Review

&ere have been many research efforts on the application of
RLCs, most of which focused on the occurrence of accidents
related to RLC [1–6]. Chin’s research shows that RLCs just
applied in Singapore could effectively reduce red-light vi-
olations [7]. South, Hillier, Andreassen, Retting, and others,
through accident comparisons before and after the instal-
lation of RLCs at intersections and the horizontal com-
parison of incidences of rear-end collisions, frontal
collisions, and side collisions, analysed the impact of RLCs
on traffic safety. &e conclusions of these researchers are
relatively consistent; that is, RLCs may increase rear-end
collisions while reducing vehicle frontal collision and side
collision accidents [8–15].

In addition, several studies have performed behavioral
studies concerning RLCs. Helai Huang, Zeng. et al.,
through the analysis of the decision-making process, found
that RLCs significantly affect the decision-making behavior
of drivers. Although RLCs can reduce the red-light vio-
lation rates of vehicles, their effect on rear-end accidents at
intersections is more complex. &e possibility of RLCs
increasing or reducing rear-end accidents is closely related
to the speed of the following vehicle and the headway
between the front vehicle and the following vehicle [16–20].
Lum et al. analysed two T-intersections and one cross-
intersection and found that the RLC can effectively increase

drivers’ stopping tendency; in addition, the RLC can ac-
centuate the distance to the stop line to affect the stopping
propensity. However, one drawback of this study was that
the possible accident risk caused by RLCs was not included
[21]. According to simulation analysis, Sun et al. found that
RLCs can significantly reduce frontal accidents and may
increase rear-end collisions. In addition, RLCs can affect a
driver’s comfort [22].

Generally speaking, past research on RLCs mainly has
the following two problems: First, the safety impact analysis
of RLCs is mostly based on accident experience statistics,
where the accident data collection cycle is long and the time
span is large, during which changes in other road traffic
parameters will lead to reductions in the credibility of the
final evaluation result. &us, the RLC evaluation method
based on accident experience statistics has serious defects.
Second, the conclusion that RLCs can reduce the right-
angle accidents and increase the rear-end accidents at
intersections is unanimously accepted; however, the
quantitative analysis of the rear-end collision risk by RLCs
under limited conditions has not been carried out.
&erefore, it is necessary to make a systematic analysis of
the driver’s behavior characteristics, the stop-and-go de-
cision-making behavior, and the risk of traffic safety in the
case of RLCs.

3. Field Observation and Data Collection

3.1. Site Descriptions. One of the best ways to analyse the
influence of RLCs on drivers’ driving behavior is to find two
similar intersections: one is RLC intersection and the other is
non-RLC intersection. &e two intersections have similar
characteristics in terms of geometric parameters, traffic flow
composition and traffic volume, traffic management mea-
sures such as speed limit, and signal timing parameters such
as phase number and the type of transition signals. It is very
difficult to select the intersection meeting the above con-
ditions. After a large-scale survey of intersections in
Shanghai urban area, two adjacent signal intersections of
Cao’an Road and Lvyuan Road and Cao’an road and
Anhong Road are finally determined.&e location of the two
intersections is shown in Figure 1; the characteristics of
intersections investigated are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Data Collection. In order to obtain all the traffic data
related to driving behavior and ensure the accuracy of the
data, video recording is used in this study. Take through
lanes of the east import way as the research object. Two
synchronous cameras need to be set, among which a far side
camera was set 80m upstream of the intersection, so as to
capture the whole decision-making process of the vehicle in
the approach. &e other camera is used to record traffic
signals.

Image processing software was used to process the video.
&e software can extract high-precision vehicle trajectory
data, such as vehicle speed, acceleration, position coordi-
nates, and traffic signal status at every time step. In order to
meet the need of the study on stop-and-go decision-making
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and rear-end accidents and to avoid the interference of other
vehicles in driving behavior, trajectory data of the last-to-
stop and the first-to-go through-ahead vehicles after the start
of the green flashing light are extracted as the most im-
portant part. Data collection and video camera coverage are
shown in Figure 2.

&emethod can also determine the time when the yellow
light is on, the vehicle arrival information, the position of the
vehicle in the fleet, the position of the vehicle when the
yellow light is on, the decision-making behavior of the driver
(stop, yellow light pass or violation), and so forth. &e video
processing is applied to 99 vehicles stopping and 251 vehicles
passing with RLCs, among which 208 vehicles encounter
yellow lights and 25 vehicles perform red-light violations,
including 21 vehicles 3 seconds before the red lights start. A
total of 20 vehicles stop under non-RLC conditions, 351
vehicles pass, 162 vehicles encounter yellow lights, and 157

vehicles violate red lights, including 85 vehicles 3 seconds
before the red lights start.

3.3. Data Reduction

3.3.1. Statistical Analysis of Speed. Speed is an important
indicator of driving behavior; thus, this study compares the
speed of vehicles with and without the RLC from multiple
perspectives. &e time of vehicles arriving at the intersection
can be divided into three categories: arrival during the tail of
green time (i.e., less than 5 s from the end of green time, EG),
arrival during the yellow-light time (3 s, AT), and arrival at
the beginning of red time (i.e., the initial 3 s, BR). &e
statistical characteristics of the instantaneous speed of ve-
hicles passing through the parking line in the above time
intervals are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Location of the observed intersections in Shanghai.

Table 1: Key parameters of the observed intersections.

Description Lvyuan Road Anhong Road

Geometry parameters

Intersection layout “T” “T”
Width of intersection 45m 42m
Adjacent bound level Low Low
Adjacent land use University Factory

Number of through lanes (westbound) 5 4 (include 1 through-right lane)
Lane length 3m 3m

Pedestrian crossing Yes Yes

Signal timings

Cycle 72 s 90 s
No. of phases 3 s 3 s
Yellow time 3 s 3 s
Flash green 3 s 3 s

Transition signal Green countdown Green countdown
(i) Flash green-amber (i) Flash green-amber

Traffic management RLC installation Yes No
Posted speed limit 80 km/h 80 km/h

Traffic flow Flow composition Percentage of car is 54% Percentage of car is 59%
Traffic volume 719 pcu/h 748 pcu/h
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Figure 2: Camera setting and data collection at the study intersections.
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Figure 3: Statistical features of speed in different period.
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By comparing the passing speed of vehicles during EG, AT,
and BR, it is found that the speed of the vehicles with RLCs,
such as the mean, minimum, maximum, and 15th percentile,
50th percentile, and 85th percentile speeds, are relatively large
compared with those of the vehicles without RLCs. Compared
with the intersection without RLCs, the average speed with
RLCs is lower when the yellow light is on; however, the mean,
minimum, maximum, and 15th percentile, 50th percentile,
and 85th percentile speeds all increase when the vehicle enters
the intersection. From the speed analysis, RLCs have an
important impact on the driver’s speed. Compared to the case
without RLCs, RLCs enable the driver to have a higher speed
to leave the intersection entrance faster.

3.3.2. Abnormal Driving Behavior. According to previous
studies [23], the driver makes a decision after the yellow light
comes on (if the green flash or countdown is set before the
yellow light, the decision-making time will be ahead of the
yellow light) and estimates the distance from the current
position to the stop line. &erefore, the distance from the
stop line (actually reflected as the estimated time to the stop
line) is the main judgment basis for deciding on passing or
stopping. &e driver’s decision-making is mainly based on
the estimated time to the stop line, while the estimated time
difference refers to the difference between the actual running
time from the decision-making time to the end of the yellow
light and the estimated time to the stop line.&emain reason
for the abnormal decision-making is the estimated time
difference. A negative difference means that the vehicle will
enter the intersection at the current speed within the red
time, so the driver should choose to stop; on the contrary, a
positive difference means that the vehicle could safely pass
the stop line at the current speed before the end of the yellow
light, so the driver should do so. &is is calculated as follows:

ETD � Ta − Te, (1)

Te �
Dd

Vd

, (2)

where ETD is the estimated time difference, Te is the esti-
mated time to stop line, that is, the potential travel time, Ta is
the actual duration from the decision point (i.e., start of
amber/start of the flash green light) to the end of yellow light,
Dd is the distance from the position making decision point to
the stop line, and Vd is the instantaneous speed of the vehicle
at the current decision point. For a random sample, the
speed remains constant during the period from making
decision to passing through the stop line.

If the result of the decision does not match the estimated
time difference, it can be considered as an abnormal driving
behavior, and its statistical results can reflect the change in
the driver’s state during the decision-making process. &e
difference in the driver’s judgment of the distance results in
the difference in driving behavior when passing or stopping.
After making a decision, the driver will find that he cannot
enter the intersection before the onset of red time at the
current speed; thus, he will continue to accelerate. If the
judgment error of the distance is large, the driver cannot

pass. According to thematching results of the estimated time
difference and the stop-and-go decision, the decision-
making behavior can be divided into four types: normal pass,
incorrect pass, normal stop, and abrupt stop. &e decision-
making mechanism is shown in Figure 4.

We analyse the stopping vehicles and passing vehicles
during a yellow light and the initial stage of red time (3 s after
the red light starts) and calculate the decision-making be-
havior data under RLC and non-RLC conditions, respec-
tively, according to formulas (1) and (2), as shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 3 that, in the case of non-RLC
conditions, the proportion of incorrect pass during passing
decisions and the proportion of abrupt stop during stopping
decisions are significantly larger than those of the intersection
with RLCs. It can be seen that installing RLCs can effectively
reduce the occurrence of incorrect pass and abrupt stop.

4. Driving Behavior Model Based on
Data Simulation

First, data were collected to establish an effective mathe-
matical model, and then the analysis of various parameters
was realized via mathematical simulation. &e main ad-
vantage of mathematical simulation is its universality; that is,
with the same set of computer equipment and different
simulation software, various types of systems can be sim-
ulated and tested. &is paper focuses on the impact of RLCs
on rear-end collisions during decision-making through
mathematical simulation. &e main work of the simulation
model is to build the stop-and-go decision-making model
and rear-end collision probability model.

4.1. Stop-and-Go Decision-Making Model. &e decision-
making model of intersection driving behavior is the stop-
and-go model. A BL model (binary logit model, BL model
for short) is easy to understand from amathematical point of
view and provides a simple method to explain the random
probability generated by the cumulative logic density
function assumed in the basic formula. &erefore, the BL
model is the most widely used in addressing the decision-
making of a driver when deciding to stop at or pass an
intersection when encountering a yellow light. &rough this
model, the impact can be realized via a sensitivity analysis of
factors related to the driver’s decision-making behavior [9].
&e BL model used to simulate driver stop-and-go decision-
making is calculated as follows:

Logit πi(  � log
πi

1 − πi

  � 
K

k�0
βkxik. (3)

In the formula, xi is a group of vectors composed of k
interpretable variables, such as the geometry, traffic volume,
and other intersection elements that can affect the driver’s
decision-making. xik is the k-th variable, and βk is the
corresponding influence coefficient of the k-th variable.

Considering the influence of the RLC, this paper analyses
the driver’s choice behavior near the intersection during the
signal change interval, herein fully considering factors such
as the vehicle speed, the distance to the stop line when the
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yellow light is on, and whether an RLC is installed. Table 3
shows each analysis index and index value.

Table 3 shows the −2log likelihood and two pseudo-
decision coefficients, that, the Cox and Snell R squared
and the Nagelkerke R squared of the current model. &e
smaller the -2log likelihood is, the closer it is to 0 and the
better the model fit is. &e greater the pseudodeterminate
coefficient is, the closer it is to 1 and the higher the model
precision is. &e prediction accuracy of the model shows
that correct prediction records account for 91.3% of all
samples, among which the prediction rate of the stopping
decisions is 85.7%, and the prediction rate of the passing
decisions is 94.0%. &e model predictions are highly
accurate.

&e stopping probability can be expressed as

Pstop �
1

1 + e8.876− 1.183∗ potential time− 3.940∗RLC(1 or 0)
, (4)

where RLC� 1 represents RLCs installation and 0 is op-
posite; Pstop is the probability of making a decision to pass.

In the model, the regression coefficient of speed is pos-
itive, the regression coefficient of distance is negative, and the
regression coefficient of whether there is an RLC installed (i.e.,
installed RLC� 1) is negative. &is shows that the greater the
speed of the vehicle, the smaller the distance from the stop line
and the higher the probability of making the pass decision
when an RLC is not installed. Comparing the absolute values
of the coefficient of each influencing factor, we can see that the

�e last clearing or stopping vehicle
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Figure 4: Classification of decision-making behavior.

Table 2: Comparison of abnormal decision behavior with RLC and without RLC.

Abnormal decision
Pass decision Stop decision

Normal Wrong Wrong percentage (%) Normal Abrupt Abrupt percentage (%)
RLC 94 15 13.8 93 6 6.1
Non-RLC 109 33 23.2 18 2 10.0

Table 3: Stopping probability models for stop-and-go decision.

Model Explanatory variable Coeff. S.E. Wald test df Sig. Exp (B)

Category 1: presence of RLC� 1 Potential time (s) 2.445 0.423 33.432 1 0.000 11.528
Constant −6.620 1.190 30.946 1 0.000 0.001

Category 2: presence of RLC� 0 Potential time (s) 1.296 0.252 26.473 1 0.000 3.655
Constant −6.709 1.093 37.713 1 0.000 0.001

All samples
Potential time (s) 1.183 0.218 69.451 1 0.000 6.129
Presence of RLC 3.940 0.600 43.094 1 0.000 51.435

Constant −8.876 1.003 78.282 1 0.000 0.000
Note: log likelihood (fitting results of model)� 447.892. Hosmer and Lemeshow test of goodness of fit (p)� 0.329 (p � 0.329> 0.05 indicates good result).
Area under receiver operating curve� 0.979, which gives validity of model with lower bound of 0.968 and the upper bound of 0.990 (95% confidence interval).
Percentage correct� 0.923. Coeff.� coefficient; S.E.� standard error; df� degrees of freedom; Sig.� significance. RLC is dummy variable (0�non-RLC,
1�RLC).
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coefficient value of the RLC is far greater than those of speed
and distance, which shows that RLCs’ installation has a
significant impact on the decision-making process of passing,
which is consistent with the actual situation.

4.2. Rear-End Collision Probability Model

4.2.1. Determination of Key Influencing Parameters. For
drivers approaching the stop line when the yellow light is on,
they must decide whether to go through or to stop. If the
driving speed is high and the vehicle is very close to the stop
line, the driver should choose to cross the intersection before
red light onset. On the contrary, if the distance is far, the
driver should make a decision to brake. Two types of ab-
normal driving behaviors often occur when drivers make
decisions. One is when they are far away from the inter-
section, they make a decision to pass, which makes them
unable to pass the intersection smoothly at a normal speed.
In this case, the driver tends to speed up to pass the stop line
as fast as possible. &is inappropriate action is likely to lead
to running a red light and then cause the right-angle col-
lisions with the cross traffic flow. Another situation is when
the driver makes a decision to stop when he is close to the
intersection, which results in a failure to stop safely in front
of the stop line with normal braking. Such decision-making
for emergency stopping readily leads to rear-end collisions.

When the trailing car follows the leading car, an in-
correct decision by the leading car will lead to rear-end
collisions. &e necessary condition for rear-end collisions is
that the leading car chooses to stop and then the car makes a
pass decision.When a yellow light or green light is active, the
leading vehicle fails to slow down sufficiently due to an
incorrect judgment or perception error, resulting in emer-
gency deceleration. However, if the distance between the
following car and the leading car is small and the driving
speed exceeds that of the leading car, the possibility of rear-
end collisions increases.

&e stop-and-go decisions made by the driver of the
leading vehicle mainly consider the distance to the stop line
and the current speed, that is, the potential travel time. Some
scholars, such as Mahalel, Zaidel, and Hayward, have clearly
pointed out that speed and distance, that is, the potential
travel time, have a significant impact on the driver’s stop-and-
go decision-making. Hence, the potential travel time was used
to study the driver’s behavior during the period from green to
yellow lights [23–25]. In addition, some studies have shown
that changes in headway will have an important impact on the
decision-making of the following vehicle and thus indirectly
affect the possibility of rear-end collisions [16]. &erefore, the
headway and the potential travel time are selected as the key
influencing factor for rear-end hazard analysis for the process
of vehicle decision-making. Under two key traffic parameters,
the risk of vehicle rear-end collision under different traffic
flow conditions is discussed.

4.2.2. Probability Analysis of Rear-End Collisions.
Headway refers to the time interval between two consecutive
vehicles in a vehicle queue operating in the same lane passing

through a certain section. Obviously, headway, as the time
difference between two vehicles passing through the parking
line, has an impact on rear-end accidents. &erefore,
headway will be used as an important variable in the
probability analysis of rear-end collisions.

Using the developed decision model and mathematical
simulation method, the theoretical probability of rear-end
collisions at the RLC intersection under the combination of
headway and the potential travel time is obtained, as shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the changing trend of the probability
of rear-end collisions under different headways is the same,
and the maximum occurrence rate is potential travel time
value of 2–3 s, which shows that the possibility of incon-
sistent decision-making between the leading and following
vehicles is the largest within 2 s∼3 s from stopping line. In
other intervals, the leading and following vehicles tend to
make the same decision.

When the potential travel time takes on a certain fixed
value, the smaller the headway is, the greater the incidence of
rear-end collisions is. &is indicates that the smaller the
following distance is, the greater the influence of the leading
car is. After being influenced by the driving behavior ten-
dency of the leading car, the following car will take a while to
make corresponding adjustments on the driving state.
During the reaction time period, the driving speed of the
following car may bemuch faster than that of the leading car,
and the time to collision (TTC) decreases sharply, which
corresponds to an increased possibility of collision.

5. Risk Impact Analysis of RLC on
Driving Behavior

5.1. *e Influence of RLCs on Drivers’ Decision-Making
Behavior. &e dilemma zone is caused in the process of
stop-and-go decision-making, which has always been an
important index to evaluate the safety of intersections.&ere
are two types of difficult areas which lead to incorrect de-
cisions [26]. Type I dilemma zone occurs when the intergeen
time is insufficient, which leads to the driver being unable to
not only achieve a safe stop before the red light turns on but
also pass through the intersection safely. Type I dilemma
zone is mainly eliminated by the design of the yellow time
and all-red time. Type II dilemma zone reflects a region in
which it is difficult for drivers to make stop-and-go deci-
sions. &erefore, Type II dilemma zone is also called the
“indecision zone.” &e most typical definition of Type II
dilemma zone is the zone between the 10% probability stop
and 90% probability stop when the yellow light is on.
[26–30]. Based on the stop-and-go decision model, Type II
dilemma zone of the intersection with or without RLC is
established, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4 shows that the indecision zone of the RLC
intersection is 2 s–3.9 s, and the indecision zone of the non-
RLC intersection is 3.5 s–6.9 s. Compared with the non-
RLC intersection, the potential travel times corresponding
to 10% stop probability and 90% stop probability are 1.5 s
and 3 lower, respectively. &is shows that the presence of
RLC helps to reduce the difficulty of decision-making by
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drivers. &is finding is consistent with the results of pre-
vious studies [21]; that is, during green or yellow lights,
RLCs is very effective in increasing the tendency of drivers
to stop.

From the perspective of the time span of the indecision
zone, RLCs can help drivers to make decisions more quickly
and decisively, which greatly increases the tendency of the
leading vehicle to choose to brake. However, the leading
vehicle’s stop decision is a necessary condition for the oc-
currence of rear-end accidents. &erefore, although setting
RLCs greatly reduces the indecision zone, it brings more
possibility to the rear-end accident. &e further analysis of
the impact of RLCs on rear-end collisions is described in the
following content of the paper [31].

5.2. *e Influence of RLCs on Risk of Rear-End Collisions.
According to the actual observation, the headway of con-
tinuous saturated traffic flow is about 2 s. &erefore, taking
the headway as 2 s, this paper analyses the impact of different
potential travel time on the rear-end collision probability, as
shown in Figure 7.

(i) RLCs can effectively reduce the rear-end collision
probability in ranges close to or far from the
intersection.

(ii) For vehicles with low driving speeds, RLCs will
effectively reduce the rear-end collision risk, which
indicates that the decision-making tendency of
these drivers is greatly affected by RLCs. For vehicles
with high driving speeds, RLCs have no obvious
influence on the rear-end collision probability be-
cause most of these drivers are aggressive, and their
decision-making tendency is generally affected by
RLCs.

(iii) According to the previous speed analysis, the
driving speed of most vehicles is in the range of
30 km/h to 70 km/h; therefore, in the range of po-
tential traffic times of 2 s∼3 s, RLCs will increase the
probability of rear-end collisions for most vehicles.

In this study, estimated time to stop line (ETSL) pro-
posed by Huang et al. was used to analyse the effect of RLCs
on the rear-end collision probability with different speeds
[16]. &rough mathematical simulation, the cut-off speed
curves corresponding to the ETSL are obtained when the
headway is taken as 2 s.&e area above the curve indicates an
increase in the rear-end collision probability, as shown in
Figure 8.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that 80% of the vehicles at
non-RLC intersections fall on the top of the curve, while 91%
of the vehicles at RLC intersections fall on the top. On the
whole, RLCs can lead to greater probability of rear-end
collisions, but the effect of RLCs on the risk of rear-end
collision is not obvious in a specific range.

6. Conclusions

In this study, aiming at typical problems, such as lag and
large errors in accident statistics research methods for
analysing the rear-end collision risk with RLCs installed, a
simulation analysis method of rear-end collisions based on
the probability of collision theory is proposed, and the
feasibility of this method is verified using two adjacent,
similar intersections in Shanghai. &is study mainly con-
siders the driving characteristics, decision-making behavior,
and safety status of vehicles with and without RLCs. &e
study not only analyses these three aspects separately but
also discusses the relevance of each analysis conclusion to
provide a comprehensive understanding of the impact of
RLCs on vehicles at intersections. &e following conclusions
are drawn in this study:

(1) &e method of rear-end collision risk assessment
based on mathematical simulation and calculation
can determine the rear-end collision probability at
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intersections before and after the installation of
RLCs. &is method has wide applicability.

(2) RLCs have an important impact on the driver’s
speed. &ey can cause the vehicle speed at the in-
tersection to increase and cause more abnormal
driving behaviors, which increase the difficulty of
driver’s stop-and-go decision-making.

(3) RLCs are helpful for drivers to make the stop-and-go
decision, reduce the difficulty of decision, and in-
crease the tendency of stopping and the complexity
and possibility of rear-end collision.

(4) Unlike previous studies, we find that RLCs do not
always lead to an increase of rear-end collisions. For
the vehicle close to or far from the intersection at the
decision-making time, the RLC will significantly
reduce the rear-end collision probability; however,
for the vehicle at the potential travel time of 2 s∼3 s,
RLCs will cause an increase of rear-end collisions.
RLCs have minimal effects on aggressive drivers who
drive at high speed at decision-making time.

(5) &e probability distribution of rear-end collisions
under different traffic flow states shows that strict
speed limit management can lower the rear-end
collision risk caused by RLCs.
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